Abstract-Wireless spoofing attacks are easy to launch and can significantly impact the performance of networks. Although the identity of a node can be verified through cryptographic authentication, conventional security approaches are not always desirable because of their overhead requirements. In this paper, we propose to use spatial information, a physical property associated with each node, hard to falsify, and not reliant on cryptography, as the basis for 1) detecting spoofing attacks; 2) determining the number of attackers when multiple adversaries masquerading as the same node identity; and 3) localizing multiple adversaries. We propose to use the spatial correlation of received signal strength (RSS) inherited from wireless nodes to detect the spoofing attacks. We then formulate the problem of determining the number of attackers as a multiclass detection problem. Cluster-based mechanisms are developed to determine the number of attackers. When the training data are available, we explore using the Support Vector Machines (SVM) method to further improve the accuracy of determining the number of attackers. In addition, we developed an integrated detection and localization system that can localize the positions of multiple attackers. We evaluated our techniques through two testbeds using both an 802.11 (WiFi) network and an 802.15.4 (ZigBee) network in two real office buildings. Our experimental results show that our proposed methods can achieve over 90 percent Hit Rate and Precision when determining the number of attackers. Our localization results using a representative set of algorithms provide strong evidence of high accuracy of localizing multiple adversaries.
D
UE to the openness of the wireless transmission medium, adversaries can monitor any transmission. Further, adversaries can easily purchase low-cost wireless devices and use these commonly available platforms to launch a variety of attacks with little effort. Among various types of attacks, identity-based spoofing attacks are especially easy to launch and can cause significant damage to network performance. For instance, in an 802.11 network, it is easy for an attacker to gather useful MAC address information during passive monitoring and then modify its MAC address by simply issuing an ifconfig command to masquerade as another device. In spite of existing 802.11 security techniques including Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), WiFi Protected Access (WPA), or 802.11i (WPA2), such methodology can only protect data frames-an attacker can still spoof management or control frames to cause significant impact on networks.
Spoofing attacks can further facilitate a variety of traffic injection attacks [1] , [2] , such as attacks on access control lists, rogue access point (AP) attacks, and eventually Denialof-Service (DoS) attacks. A broad survey of possible spoofing attacks can be found in [3] , [4] . Moreover, in a large-scale network, multiple adversaries may masquerade as the same identity and collaborate to launch malicious attacks such as network resource utilization attack and denial-of-service attack quickly. Therefore, it is important to 1) detect the presence of spoofing attacks, 2) determine the number of attackers, and 3) localize multiple adversaries and eliminate them.
Most existing approaches to address potential spoofing attacks employ cryptographic schemes [5] , [6] . However, the application of cryptographic schemes requires reliable key distribution, management, and maintenance mechanisms. It is not always desirable to apply these cryptographic methods because of its infrastructural, computational, and management overhead. Further, cryptographic methods are susceptible to node compromise, which is a serious concern as most wireless nodes are easily accessible, allowing their memory to be easily scanned. In this work, we propose to use received signal strength (RSS)-based spatial correlation, a physical property associated with each wireless node that is hard to falsify and not reliant on cryptography as the basis for detecting spoofing attacks. Since we are concerned with attackers who have different locations than legitimate wireless nodes, utilizing spatial information to address spoofing attacks has the unique power to not only identify the presence of these attacks but also localize adversaries. An added advantage of employing spatial correlation to detect spoofing attacks is that it will not require any additional cost or modification to the wireless devices themselves.
We focus on static nodes in this work, which are common for spoofing scenarios [7] . We addressed spoofing detection in mobile environments in our other work [8] . The works that are closely related to us are [3] , [7] , [9] . Faria and Cheriton [3] proposed the use of matching rules of signalprints for spoofing detection, Sheng et al. [7] modeled the RSS readings using a Gaussian mixture model and Chen et al. [9] used RSS and K-means cluster analysis to detect spoofing attacks. However, none of these approaches have the ability to determine the number of attackers when multiple adversaries use the same identity to launch attacks, which is the basis to further localize multiple adversaries after attack detection. Although Chen et al. [9] studied how to localize adversaries, it can only handle the case of a single spoofing attacker and cannot localize the attacker if the adversary uses different transmission power levels.
The main contributions of our work are: 1) GADE: a generalized attack detection model (GADE) that can both detect spoofing attacks as well as determine the number of adversaries using cluster analysis methods grounded on RSS-based spatial correlations among normal devices and adversaries; and 2) IDOL: an integrated detection and localization system that can both detect attacks as well as find the positions of multiple adversaries even when the adversaries vary their transmission power levels.
In GADE, the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) cluster analysis method is used to perform attack detection. We formulate the problem of determining the number of attackers as a multiclass detection problem. We then applied cluster-based methods to determine the number of attacker. We further developed a mechanism called SILENCE for testing Silhouette Plot and System Evolution with minimum distance of clusters, to improve the accuracy of determining the number of attackers. Additionally, when the training data are available, we propose to use the Support Vector Machines (SVM) method to further improve the accuracy of determining the number of attackers.
Moreover, we developed an integrated system, IDOL, which utilizes the results of the number of attackers returned by GADE to further localize multiple adversaries. As we demonstrated through our experiments using both an 802.11 network as well as an 802.15.4 network in two real office building environments, GADE is highly effective in spoofing detection with over 90 percent hit rate and precision. Furthermore, using a set of representative localization algorithms, we show that IDOL can achieve similar localization accuracy when localizing adversaries to that of under normal conditions. One key observation is that IDOL can handle attackers using different transmission power levels, thereby providing strong evidence of the effectiveness of localizing adversaries when there are multiple attackers in the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We place our work in the context of related research in Section 2. We provide our theoretical analysis and describe the generalized attack detection model in Section 3. We formulate the problem of determining the number of attackers using multiclass detection and propose our cluster-analysis-based mechanisms in Section 4. In Section 5, we present IDOL, the integrated detection and localization system. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
The traditional approach to prevent spoofing attacks is to use cryptographic-based authentication [5] , [6] , [10] . Wu et al. [5] have introduced a secure and efficient key management (SEKM) framework. SEKM builds a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) by applying a secret sharing scheme and an underlying multicast server group. Wool [6] implemented a key management mechanism with periodic key refresh and host revocation to prevent the compromise of authentication keys. An authentication framework for hierarchical, ad hoc sensor networks is proposed in [10] . However, the cryptographic authentication may not be always applicable because of the limited resources on wireless devices, and lacking of a fixed key management infrastructure in the wireless network.
Recently, new approaches utilizing physical properties associated with wireless transmission to combat attacks in wireless networks have been proposed. Based on the fact that wireless channel response decorrelates quite rapidly in space, a channel-based authentication scheme was proposed to discriminate between transmitters at different locations, and thus to detect spoofing attacks in wireless networks [11] . Brik et al. [12] focused on building fingerprints of 802.11b WLAN NICs by extracting radiometric signatures, such as frequency magnitude, phase errors, and I/Q origin offset, to defend against identity attacks. However, there is additional overhead associated with wireless channel response and radiometric signature extraction in wireless networks. Li and Trappe [4] introduced a security layer that used forgeresistant relationships based on the packet traffic, including MAC sequence number and traffic pattern, to detect spoofing attacks. The MAC sequence number has also been used in [13] to perform spoofing detection. Both the sequence number and the traffic pattern can be manipulated by an adversary as long as the adversary learns the traffic pattern under normal conditions. The works [3] , [7] , [14] using RSS to defend against spoofing attacks are most closely related to us. Faria and Cheriton [3] proposed the use of matching rules of signalprints for spoofing detection. Sheng et al. [7] modeled the RSS readings using a Gaussian mixture model. Sang and Arora [14] proposed to use the node's "spatial signature," including Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Link Quality Indicator (LQI) to authenticate messages in wireless networks. However, none of these approaches are capable of determining the number of attackers when there are multiple adversaries collaborating to use the same identity to launch malicious attacks. Further, they do not have the ability to localize the positions of the adversaries after attack detection.
Turning to studying localization techniques, in spite of its several meter-level accuracy, using RSS [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] is an attractive approach because it can reuse the existing wireless infrastructure and is highly correlated with physical locations. Dealing with ranging methodology, range-based algorithms involve distance estimation to landmarks using the measurement of various physical properties such as RSS [15] , [16] , Time Of Arrival (TOA) [19] , Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA), and direction of arrival (DoA) [20] . Whereas range-free algorithms [21] use coarser metrics to place bounds on candidate positions. Another method of classification describes the strategy used to map a node to a location. Lateration approaches [19] use distances to landmarks, while angulation uses the angles from landmarks. Scene matching strategies [15] use a function that maps observed radio properties to locations on a preconstructed signal map or database. Further, Chen et al. [22] proposed to perform detection of attacks on wireless localization and Yang et al. [20] proposed to use the direction of arrival and received signal strength of the signals to localize adversary's sensor nodes. In this work, we choose a group of algorithms employing RSS to perform the task of localizing multiple attackers and evaluate their performance in terms of localization accuracy.
Our work differs from the previous study in that we use the spatial information to assist in attack detection instead of relying on cryptographic-based approaches. Furthermore, our work is novel because none of the exiting work can determine the number of attackers when there are multiple adversaries masquerading as the same identity. Additionally, our approach can accurately localize multiple adversaries even when the attackers varying their transmission power levels to trick the system of their true locations.
GENERALIZED ATTACK DETECTION MODEL
In this section, we describe our Generalized Attack Detection ModEl, which consists of two phases: attack detection, which detects the presence of an attack, and number determination, which determines the number of adversaries. The number determination phase will be presented in Section 4.
Theoretical Analysis of the Spatial Correlation of RSS
The challenge in spoofing detection is to devise strategies that use the uniqueness of spatial information, but not using location directly as the attackers' positions are unknown. We propose to study RSS, a property closely correlated with location in physical space and is readily available in the existing wireless networks. Although affected by random noise, environmental bias, and multipath effects, the RSS measured at a set of landmarks (i.e., reference points with known locations) is closely related to the transmitter's physical location and is governed by the distance to the landmarks [17] . The RSS readings at the same physical location are similar, whereas the RSS readings at different locations in physical space are distinctive. Thus, the RSS readings present strong spatial correlation characteristics. We define the RSS value vector as s ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . s n g where n is the number of landmarks/access points that are monitoring the RSS of the wireless nodes and know their locations. Generally, the RSS at the ith landmark from a wireless node is lognormally distributed [23] 
where P ðd 0 Þ represents the transmitting power of the node at the reference distance d 0 , d j is the distance between the wireless node j and the ith landmark, and is the path loss exponent, X i is the shadow fading which follows zero mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation [23] , [24] . For simplicity, we assume the wireless nodes have the same transmission power. We will discuss the issue of using different transmission power levels in Section 3.4. Given two wireless nodes in the physical space, the RSS distance between two nodes in signal space at the ith landmark is given by
where ÁX follows zero mean Gaussian distribution with ffiffi ffi 2 p standard deviation. The square of RSS distance in n-dimensional signal space (i.e., at n landmarks) is then determined by
where Ás i with i ¼ 1; 2 . . . ; n is the RSS distance at ith landmark and is given by (2) . Based on (2) and (3), we know that, when these two wireless nodes are at the same location, the distance ð1=2 2 ÞÁD 2 in n dimension signal space follows a central Chi-square distribution 2 ðnÞ with n degree of freedom [25] . The probability density functions (PDF) of the random variable X ¼ ÁD 2 , which is the square distance in ndimensional signal space, when two wireless nodes are at the same location can be represented as f X ðxjsame locationÞ ¼ 1 2 n n Àðn=2Þ e 
where x ! 0 and Àðn=2Þ denotes the Gamma function, which has closed-form values at the half-integers. However, when these two wireless nodes are at different locations, ð1=2
2 ÞÁD 2 becomes a noncentral chi-square distribution 2 ðn; Þ with n degree of freedom and a noncentrality parameter , where
and d ij , with i ¼ 1; 2; . . . n; j ¼ 1; 2, is the distance from jth wireless nodes to the ith landmark. The PDF of the random variable X ¼ ÁD 2 when two wireless node are at the different locations can be represented as
where I ðzÞ is a modified Bessel function of the first kind [25] . Given the threshold , the probability that we can determine the two nodes are at different locations in a 2D physical space with n landmarks (i.e., detection rate DR) is given by
and the corresponding false positive rate is
where F X ðÁÞ is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the random variable X. From (7) and (8), for a specified detection rate DR, the threshold of test can be obtained as
and the false positive rate can be represented in terms of the detection rate
From (7), we can see that the detection rate DR increases with , which can be represented by the distance between two wireless nodes together with the landmarks. Moreover, for a specified detection rate DR, (10) shows that the false positive rate F P R increases with the standard deviation of shadowing . We next study the detection power of our approach by using the RSS-based spatial correlation. Fig. 1 presents the numerical results of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves based on (7) and (8) when randomly placing two wireless devices in a 100 by 100 feet square area. There are four landmarks deployed at the four corners of the square area. The physical distance between two wireless devices is 16, 20, and 25 feet, respectively. The path loss exponent is set to 2.5 and the standard deviation of shadowing is 2 dB. From the figure, we observed that the ROC curves shift to the upper left when increasing the distance between two devices. This indicates that the farther away the two nodes are separated, the better detection performance that our method can achieve. This is because the detection performance is proportional to the noncentrality parameter , which is represented by the distance between two wireless nodes together with the landmarks.
We further investigate the detection performance of our approach under RSS variations. In this study, we fixed the distance between two wireless devices as 25 feet. The obtained ROC curves when the standard deviation of shadowing is set to 2, 3, and 4 dB, respectively, is shown in Fig. 2 . From the figure, it can be seen that we can obtain better detection performance with lower standard deviation of shadowing . A larger standard deviation of shadowing causes the two distributions, i.e., noncentral chi-square and central chi-square, to get closer to one another. Consequently, the smaller standard deviation of shadowing results in a better detection performance.
Attack Detection Using Cluster Analysis
The above analysis provides the theoretical support of using the RSS-based spatial correlation inherited from wireless nodes to perform spoofing attack detection. It also showed that the RSS readings from a wireless node may fluctuate and should cluster together. In particular, the RSS readings over time from the same physical location will belong to the same cluster points in the n-dimensional signal space, while the RSS readings from different locations over time should form different clusters in signal space. We illustrated this important observation in Fig. 3 , which presents RSS reading vectors of three landmarks (i.e., n ¼ 3) from two different physical locations. Under the spoofing attack, the victim and the attacker are using the same ID to transmit data packets, and the RSS readings of that ID is the mixture readings measured from each individual node (i.e., spoofing node or victim node). Since under a spoofing attack, the RSS readings from the victim node and the spoofing attackers are mixed together, this observation suggests that we may conduct cluster analysis on top of RSS-based spatial correlation to find out the distance in signal space and further detect the presence of spoofing attackers in physical space.
In this work, we utilize the Partitioning Around Medoids Method to perform clustering analysis in RSS. The PAM Method [26] is a popular iterative descent clustering algorithm. Compared to the popular K-means method [9] , the PAM method is more robust in the presence of noise and outliers. Thus, the PAM method is more suitable in determining clusters from RSS streams, which can be unreliable and fluctuating over time due to random noise and environmental bias [27] .
We thus formulate spoofing detection as a statistical significance testing problem, where the null hypothesis is H 0 : normal ðno spoofing attackÞ:
In significance testing, a test statistic T is used to evaluate whether observed data belong to the null-hypothesis or not. In particular, in our attack detection phase, we partition the RSS vectors from the same node identity into two clusters (i.e., K ¼ 2) no matter how many attackers are using this identity, since our objective in this phase is to detect the presence of attacks. We then choose the distance between two medoids D m as the test statistic T in our significance testing for spoofing detection, D m ¼ kM i À M j k, where M i and M j are the medoids of two clusters. Under normal conditions, the test statistic D m should be small since there is basically only one cluster from a single physical location. However, under a spoofing attack, there is more than one node at different physical locations claiming the same node identity. As a result, more than one clusters will be formed in the signal space and D m will be large as the medoids are derived from the different RSS clusters associated with different locations in physical space.
Evaluation Strategy
To test the performance of our attack detection approach, we evaluate our approach in real office building environments. We conducted experiments in two office buildings: one is the Wireless Information Network Laboratory (WINLAB) using an 802.11 (WiFi) network and the other is the Computer Science Department at Rutgers University using an 802.15.4 (ZigBee) network as presented in Fig. 4 . The wireless devices we consider here are a Dell laptop running Linux and equipped with an Orinoco silver card (for the 802.11 network) and a Tmote Sky mote (for the 802.15.4 network). The size of these two floors are 219 ft Â 169 ft and 200 ft Â 80 ft, respectively. Fig. 4a shows five landmarks in red stars in the 802.11 networks to maximize the coverage, whereas there are four landmarks deployed as red triangles in the 802.15.4 network to achieve optimal landmark placement [17] , shown in Fig. 4b . We note that the deployment of landmarks has important impact on the detection performance, which is similar to the wireless localization [17] . Each landmark is a Linux machine equipped with a Atheros miniPCI 802.11 wireless card and a Tmote Sky mote so as to measure the RSS readings from both WiFi and Zigbee networks.
The small dots in the floor maps are the locations used for testing. There are 101 locations for the 802.11 network and 94 locations for the 802.15.4 network. At each location, 300 packet-level RSS samples are collected separately during the daytime when there were people walking around. Further, to evaluate the robustness of our approach in handling attacks using different transmission power levels, we collected packets at varying transmission power levels from 30 mW (15 dBm) to 1 mW (0 dBm) for the 802.11 network. We randomly chose point combinations on the floor and treated one point as the position of the original node, and the rest as the positions of the spoofing nodes. Then, we ran tests through all the possible combinations of testing points for cases of two, three, and four attackers masquerading as a single node identity. In addition, we built an integrated system to both detect attacks as well as localize the positions of adversaries. We use the leave-one-out method in localization algorithms, which means we choose one location as the testing node whereas the rest of the locations as training data till all the locations have been tested. The experimental results will be presented in the following sections, respectively.
Results of Attack Detection

Impact of Threshold and Sampling Number
The thresholds of test statistics define the critical region for the significance testing. Appropriately setting a threshold enables the attack detector to be robust to false detections. Fig. 5 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function of D m in signal space under both normal conditions as well as with spoofing attacks. We observed that the curve of D m shifted greatly to the right under spoofing attacks. Thus, when D m > , we can declare the presence of a spoofing attack. The short lines across the CDF lines are the averaged variances of D m under different sampling numbers. We observed that the CDF curves of different sampling numbers are almost mixed together, which indicate that for a given threshold similar detection rate will be achieved under different sampling numbers. However, the averaged variance decreases with the increasing number of samples-the short-term RSS samples are not as stable as the long-term RSS samples. The more stable the D m is, the more robust the detection mechanism can be. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the number of RSS samples needed to perform spoofing detection and the time the system can declare the presence of an attack. For this study, we use 200 RSS samples, which has a variance of 0:84 dB 2 .
Handling Different Transmission Power Levels
If a spoofing attacker sends packets at a different transmission power level from the original node, based on our cluster analysis there will be two distinct RSS clusters in signal space (i.e., D m will be large). We varied transmission power for an attacker from 30 mW (15 dBm) to 1 mW (0 dBm). We found that in all cases D m is larger than normal conditions. Fig. 5b presents an example of the Cumulative Distribution Function of the D m for the 802.11 network when the spoofing attacker used transmission power of 10 dB to send packets, whereas the original node used 15 dB transmission power level. We observed that the curve of D m under the different transmission power level shifts to the right indicating larger D m values. Thus, spoofing attacks launched by using different transmission power levels will be detected effectively in GADE.
Performance of Detection
To evaluate the effectiveness of using cluster analysis for attack detection, Fig. 6 presents the Receiver Operating Characteristic curves of using D m as a test statistic to perform attack detection for both the 802.11 and the 802.15.4 networks. Table 1 presents the detection rate and false positive rate for both networks under different threshold settings. The results are encouraging, showing that for false positive rates less than 10 percent, the detection rate are above 98 percent when the threshold is around 8 dB. Even when the false positive rate goes to zero, the detection rate is still more than 95 percent for both networks.
Impact of Distance between the Spoofing Node and the Original Node
We further study how likely a spoofing device can be detected by our attack detector when it is at various distances from the original node in physical space. Fig. 7 presents the detection rate as a function of the distance between the spoofing node P spoof and the original node P org . We found that the further away P spoof is from P org , the higher the detection rate becomes. This observation is consistent with our theoretical analysis presented in Section 3.1. In particular, for the 802.11 network, the detection rate goes to over 90 percent when P spoof is about 15 feet away from P org when the false positive rate is 5 percent. While for the 802.15.4 network, the detection rate is above 90 percent when the distance between P spoof and P org is about 20 feet by setting the false positive to 5 percent. This is in line with the average localization estimation errors using RSS [28] which are about 15 feet. When the nodes are less than 15 feet apart, they have a high likelihood of generating similar RSS readings, and thus the spoofing detection rate falls below 90 percent, but still greater than 70 percent. However, when P spoof moves closer to P org , the attacker also increases the probability to expose itself. The detection rate goes to 100 percent when the spoofing node is about 45-50 feet away from the original node.
DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF ATTACKERS
Problem Formulation
Inaccurate estimation of the number of attackers will cause failure in localizing the multiple adversaries. As we do not know how many adversaries will use the same node identity to launch attacks, determining the number of attackers becomes a multiclass detection problem and is similar to determining how many clusters exist in the RSS readings. If C is the set of all classes, i.e., all possible combination of number of attackers. For instance, C ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4g. For a class of specific number of attackers c i , e.g., c i ¼ 3, we define P i as the positive class of c i and all other classes (i.e., all other number of attackers) as negative class N i
Further, we are interested in the statistical characterization of the percentage that the number of attackers can be accurately determined over all possible testing attempts with mixed number of attackers. Associated with a specific number of attackers, i, we define the Hit Rate HR i as
where N true is the true positive detection of class c i . Let N false be the false detection of the class c i out of the negative class N i that do not have i number of attackers. We then define the false positive rate F P i for a specific number of attackers of class c i as
Ni . Then, the Precision is defined as
F-measure. F-measure is originated from information retrieval and measures the accuracy of a test by considering both the Hit Rate and the Precision [29] F -measure i ¼ 2
Multiclass ROC graph. We further use the multiclass ROC graph to measure the effectiveness of our mechanisms. Particularly, we use two methods [30] : class À reference based and benefit À error based. The class-reference-based formulation produces C different ROC curves when handling C classes based on P i and N i . Further, in the C-class detection problem, the traditional 2 Â 2 confusion matrix, including True Positives, False Positives, False Negatives, and True Negatives, becomes an C Â C matrix, which contains the C benefits (true positives) and C 2 À C possible errors (false positives). The benefit-error-based method is based on the C Â C matrix. For example, when C ¼ 3 with possible number of attackers of f2; 3; 4g, the benefits are 3 and the possible errors are 6.
Silhouette Plot
Attacker Number Determination
A Silhouette Plot is a graphical representation of a cluster [31] . To determine the number of attackers, we construct Silhouettes in the following way: the RSS sample points S ¼ fs 1 ; . . . ; s N g (with N as the total number of samples) are the data set and we let C ¼ ðc 1 ; . . . ; c K Þ be its clustering into K clusters, as shown in Fig. 8 . Let dðs k ; s l Þ be the distance between s k and s l . Let c j ¼ fs The average distance a j i between the ith RSS vector in the cluster c j and the other RSS vectors in the same cluster is thus given by
Further, the minimum average distance between the ith RSS vector in the cluster c j and all the RSS vectors clustered in the clusters c k , k ¼ 1; . . . ; K; k 6 ¼ j is given by 
Then, the silhouette width of the ith RSS vector in the cluster c j is defined as
From (17), it follows that À1 w j i
1.
We can now define the silhouette of the cluster c j
Hence, the global Silhouette index for partition p that partitions the data set into K clusters is given by
Finally, we define Silhouette Coefficient SC to determine the number of attackers
SC is used for the selection of the "best" value of the cluster number K (i.e., the optimal number of attackers) by choosing the K to make W ðKÞ as high as possible across all partitions. Since the objective of constructing silhouettes is to obtain SC, we note that there are no adjustable parameters in this detection scheme. Table 2 presents experimental values of Hit Rate, Precision, and F-measure when the attacker number i ¼ f2; 3; 4g for both the 802.11 and the 802.15.4 networks. We observed that the performance of Silhouette Plot in both networks are qualitatively the same. We found that when the number of attackers equals to 2, i.e., two attackers masquerading the same identity in the network, the Silhouette Plot achieves both the highest Hit Rate, above 99 percent, and the highest F-measure value, over 95 percent. Further, the case of four attackers achieves the highest Precision above 99 percent, which indicates that the detection of the number of attackers is more accurate; however, the Hit Rate decreases to about 80 percent. Moreover, the Precision of the case of three attackers is lower than the cases of two and four attackers. This is because the cases of two attackers and four attackers are likely to be mistakenly determined as the case of three attackers. In general, our observation indicates that the Hit Rate decreases as the number of attackers increases. However, when the number of attackers increases, the adversaries also increase the probability to expose themselves. In the rest of our study, we will only present the results up to four attackers that masquerade the same node identity simultaneously.
Experimental Evaluation
System Evolution 4.3.1 Attacker Number Determination
The System Evolution is a new method to analyze cluster structures and estimate the number of clusters [32] . The System Evolution method uses the twin-cluster model, which are the two closest clusters (e.g., clusters a and b) among K potential clusters of a data set. The twin-cluster model is used for energy calculation. The Partition Energy E p ðKÞ denotes the border distance between the twin clusters, whereas the Merging Energy E m ðKÞ is calculated as the average distance between elements in the border region of the twin clusters. The border region includes a number of sample points chosen from clusters a and b that are closer to its twin cluster than any other points within its own cluster. For instance, if cluster a contains total M a sample points, in the twin-cluster model, a will be partitioned into D a ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi . The same rule is carried out for its twin cluster b. Thus, we compute the Partition Energy E p ðKÞ as
and the Merging Energy E m ðKÞ as
where Dða i ; b j Þ is the euclidean/Pearson distance between the elements a i and b j in clusters a and b, respectively. And Xs i ; s j 2 fa i g S fb j g, which are the elements in the border region of the twin clusters.
The basic idea behind using the System Evolution method to determine the number of attackers is that all the rest of clusters are separated if the twin clusters are separable. Starting from the initial state with K ¼ 2, the algorithm works with PAM by changing the number of clusters in a data set through the partitioning process E p ðKÞ > E m ðKÞ and the merging process E m ðKÞ ! E p ðKÞ alternatively. The algorithm stops when it reaches a equilibrium state K optimal , at which the optimal number of Fig. 9 presents an example of using the System Evolution method to determine the number of attackers in the 802.11 network. It shows the energy calculation versus the number of clusters. The K optimal is obtained when K ¼ 4 with E p ð4Þ > E m ð4Þ and E p ð5Þ < E m ð5Þ indicating that there are four adversaries in the network using the same identity to perform spoofing attacks.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we show our study of System Evolution using multiclass ROC graphs. We perform threshold 0 testing on E p ðKÞ À E m ðKÞ. We can then obtain the number of attackers K optimal based on: K optimal ¼ K, if E p ðKÞ À E m ðKÞ > 0 and E p ðK þ 1Þ À E m ðK þ 1Þ 0 . Fig. 10 presents the multiclass ROC graphs using both the class-reference-based method (i.e., the cases of two and four attackers) and the benefiterror-based method (i.e., the case of three attackers) by varying the threshold 0 . Because of the overall higher Hit Rate under the 802.15.4 network, we only present the results of the 802.11 network in Fig. 10 . By using the class-referencebased method, in Figs. 10a and 10b , we observed better performance of Hit Rate under the case of two attackers than the case of four attackers when the False Positive Rate decreases. Turning to examine the ROC graphs of the case of three attackers by using the benefit-error-based method as shown in Figs. 10c and 10d , we found that bounded by less than 10 percent False Positive Rate, the Hit Rate is lower when treating four attackers as errors than treating two attackers as errors. This indicates that the probability of misclassifying three attackers as four attackers is higher than that of misclassifying three attackers as two attackers.
The SILENCE Mechanism
The advantage of Silhouette Plot is that it is suitable for estimating the best partition. Whereas the System Evolution method performs well under difficult cases such as when there exists slightly overlapping between clusters and there are smaller clusters near larger clusters [32] . However, we observed that for both Silhouette Plot and System Evolution methods, the Hit Rate decreases as the number of attackers increases, although the Precision increases. This is because the clustering algorithms cannot tell the difference between real RSS clusters formed by attackers at different positions and fake RSS clusters caused by outliers and variations of the signal strength. Fig. 11 illustrates such a situation where there are three attackers masquerading the same identity. Silhouette Plot returns the number of attackers K sp ¼ 4 as shown in Fig. 11a . We found that the minimum distance between two clusters in Silhouette Plot is very small because two clusters are actually from a single physical location. Further, Fig. 11b shows that System Evolution returns the number of attackers K se ¼ 3, the correct number of attackers, and the minimum distance between two clusters is large indicating that the clusters are from different physical locations.
Based on this observation, we developed SILENCE, testing SILhouette Plot and System EvolutioN with minimum distanCE of cluster, which evaluates the minimum distance between clusters on top of the pure cluster analysis to improve the accuracy of determining the number of attackers. The number of attackers K in SILENCE is thus determined by
where D obs m is the observed value of D m between two clusters. SILENCE takes the advantage of both Silhouette Plot and System Evolution and further makes the judgment by checking the minimum distance between the returned clusters to make sure the clusters are produced by attackers instead of RSS variations and outliers. Hence, when applying SILENCE to the case shown in Fig. 11 , SILENCE returns K ¼ 3 as the number of attackers, which is the true positive in this example.
Experimental Evaluation
The effectiveness of using SILENCE to determine the number of attackers is presented in Table 3 . And Fig. 12 presents the comparison of Hit Rate and F-measure of SILENCE to those of Silhouette Plot and System Evolution methods. The key observation is that there is a significant increase of Hit Rate for all the cases of the number of attackers under study. In particular, for the 802.11 network, the Hit Rate has increased from 89 $ 92 percent in Silhouette Plot and System Evolution to 98 percent using SILENCE for the case of three attackers and from 80-82 to 90 percent for the four attackers case.
Whereas for the 802.15.4 network, the Hit Rate has increased from around 91-95 to 96 percent in SILENCE for the case of three attackers and from 84 to 88 percent for the four attackers case. Further, we observed that SILENCE has better performance over all the two, three, and four attackers in terms of F-measure. The overall improvement of F-measure is from 91 to 96 percent for 802.11 network, and from 92-93 to 95 percent for 802.15.4 network. Further, comparing with Silhouette Plot and System Evolution, the computational cost of SILENCE does not increase much. We experienced that SILENCE can determine the number of attackers within 1 second for each experimental run. These results demonstrate that SILENCE, a mechanism that combines minimum distance testing and cluster analysis together to perform multiclass attacker detection, is more effective than using techniques based on cluster analysis alone.
Support Vector Machines-Based Mechanism
Provided the training data collected during the offline training phase, we can further improve the performance of determining the number of spoofing attackers. In addition, given several statistic methods available to detect the number of attackers, such as System Evolution and SILENCE, we can combine the characteristics of these methods to achieve a higher detection rate. In this section, we explore using Support Vector Machines to classify the number of the spoofing attackers. The advantage of using SVM is that it can combine the intermediate results (i.e., features) from different statistic methods to build a model based on training data to accurately predict the number of attackers.
Particularly, SVM is a set of kernel-based learning methods for data classification, which involves a training phase and a testing phase [33] . Each data instance in the training set consists of a target value (i.e., class label) and several attributes (i.e., features). For example, for spoofing Fig. 11 . Illustration of the minimum cluster distance using cluster analysis methods under the case of three attackers. TABLE 3 SILENCE: Hit Rate, Precision, and F-Measure detection, we can use a target value of "þ1" to label the result if there are two attackers and a value of "À1" to label the result if the number of attackers is not 2. Furthermore, the features can be the difference of the partition energy and merge energy from System Evolution, or the minimum distance between two clusters from SILENCE, or the combination of them. The goal of SVM is to produce a model from the training set to predict the target value of data instances (i.e., the testing data).
The training data set can be obtained through regular network monitoring activities. Given a training set of instance-label pairs ðx i ; y i Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . l, where x i 2 R n is the n dimension features and y i 2 ½þ1; À1 is the label, the support vector machines require the solution of the following optimization problem [33] :
Its dual is
where e is the vector of all ones, Q is an l by l positive semidefinite matrix, Q ij ¼ y i y j Kðx i ; x j Þ, and Kðx i ; x j Þ ðx i Þ T ðx j Þ is called the kernel function. C > 0 is the penalty parameter of the error term. The training vectors x i are mapped into a higher dimensional space by the function . SVM then finds a linear separating hyperplane with the maximal margin in that higher dimensional space. Though several kernels are being proposed by researchers, we use the simple linear kernel for our testing [34] 
Furthermore, given a new instance x 0 , the decision function on its label y 0 is given by
Since the classification of the number of attackers is a multiclass problem, the original binary SVM classifier needs to be extended to a multiclass classifier. In the literature, there are many approaches which can be used to combine the original binary SVM classifier to k-class classifiers [35] , such as one-against-all and one-against-one. In our testing, we use the one-against-one method because it has shorter training time and better performance than one-against-all [36] .
Experimental Evaluation
To validate the effectiveness of the SVM-based mechanism for determining the number of attackers, we randomly choose half of the data as training data, whereas the rest of data for testing. The features we used are the combination of the difference of partition energy and merge energy from System Evolution and the minimum distance between two clusters from SILENCE. Specifically, we used a feature set with 10 dimensions, five dimensions from the difference of partition energy and merge energy obtained from System Evolution, and the other five from the minimum distance between clusters. For example, the signal strength data have been partitioned multiple cluster sets (e.g., two, three, four, five, and six clusters, respectively). For each partition, we obtain one difference of partition energy and merge energy using System Evolution and one minimum distance between clusters. To evaluate the computational cost of the SVMbased method, we implemented SVM on the laptop equipped with 1 GHz CPU. We found that the online detection time using the SVM-based method is less than 1 ms. Table 4 shows experimental results of using SVM-based mechanism when the attacker number i ¼ f2; 3; 4g for both the 802.11 and 802.15.4 networks. We observed that the performance of SVM in both networks are similar. We found that when the number of attackers equals to 2, the SVM-based By comparing the results of SVM to those of Silhouette Plot, System Evolution and SILENCE methods, we found that there is a significant increase of Hit Rate, Precision and Fmeasure for all the cases of the number of attackers under study. This is due to the facts that the SVM-based mechanism uses the training data to build a prediction model and it also takes the advantage of the combined features from two statistic methods. These results demonstrate that SVM-based mechanism, a classification approach that combines training data and different statistic features is more effective in performing multiclass attacker detection when multiple attackers are present in the system.
IDOL: INTEGRATED DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present our integrated system that can both detect spoofing attacks, determine the number of attackers, and localize multiple adversaries. The experimental results are presented to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, especially when attackers using different transmission power levels.
Framework
The traditional localization approaches are based on averaged RSS from each node identity inputs to estimate the position of a node. However, in wireless spoofing attacks, the RSS stream of a node identity may be mixed with RSS readings of both the original node as well as spoofing nodes from different physical locations. The traditional method of averaging RSS readings cannot differentiate RSS readings from different locations and thus is not feasible for localizing adversaries. Different from traditional localization approaches, our integrated detection and localization system utilizes the RSS medoids returned from SILENCE as inputs to localization algorithms to estimate the positions of adversaries. The return positions from our system includes the location estimate of the original node and the attackers in the physical space.
Handling adversaries using different transmission power levels. An adversary may vary the transmission power levels when performing spoofing attacks so that the localization system cannot estimate its location accurately. We examine the pass loss equation that models the received power as a function of the distance to the landmark:
where P ðd 0 Þ represents the transmitting power of a node at the reference distance d 0 , d is the distance between the transmitting node and the landmark, and is the path loss exponent. Further, we can express the difference of the received power between two landmarks, i and j, as
Based on (29), we found that the difference of the corresponding received power between two different landmarks is independent of the transmission power levels. Thus, when an adversary residing at a physical location varies its transmission power to perform a spoofing attack, the difference of the RSS readings between two different landmarks from the adversary is a constant since the RSS readings are obtained from a single physical location. We can then utilize the difference of the medoids vectors in signal space obtained from SILENCE to localize adversaries.
Algorithms
In order to evaluate the generality of IDOL for localizing adversaries, we have chosen a set of representative localization algorithms ranging from nearest neighbor matching in signal space (RADAR [15] ), to probability-based (AreaBased Probability (ABP) [16] ), and to multilateration (Bayesian Networks (BN) [37] ). RADAR-gridded. The RADAR-Gridded algorithm is a scene-matching localization algorithm extended from [15] . RADAR-Gridded uses an interpolated signal map, which is built from a set of averaged RSS readings with known ðx; yÞ locations. Given an observed RSS reading with an unknown location, RADAR returns the x, y of the nearest neighbor in the signal map to the one to localize, where "nearest" is defined as the euclidean distance of RSS points in an N-dimensional signal space, where N is the number of landmarks.
Area-based probability. ABP also utilizes an interpolated signal map [16] . Further, the experimental area is divided into a regular grid of equal-sized tiles. ABP assumes the distribution of RSS for each landmark follows a Gaussian distribution with mean as the expected value of RSS reading vector s. ABP then computes the probability of the wireless device being at each tile L i , with i ¼ 1 . . . L, on the floor using Bayes' rule:
Given that the wireless node must be at exactly one tile satisfying P L i¼1 P ðL i jsÞ ¼ 1, ABP normalizes the probability and returns the most likely tiles/grids up to its confidence .
Bayesian networks. BN localization is a multilateration algorithm that encodes the signal-to-distance propagation model into the Bayesian Graphical Model for localization [37] . Fig. 13 shows the basic Bayesian Network used for our study. The vertices X and Y represent location; the vertex s i is the RSS reading from the ith landmark; and the vertex D i represents the euclidean distance between the location specified by X and Y and the ith landmark. The value of s i follows a signal propagation model s i ¼ b 0i þ b 1i log D i , where b 0i ; b 1i are the parameters specific to the ith landmark. The distance 
Experimental Evaluation
Fig. 14 presents the localization error CDF when using the returned RSS medoids from SILENCE and the averaged RSS, respectively, for RADAR-Gridded, ABP, and Bayesian Networks in two networks. We observed similar localization performance when using the returned RSS medoids to the traditional approaches using averaged RSS. Further, Fig. 15 presents the CDF of localization error of RADAR-Gridded and ABP when adversaries using different transmission power levels. To evaluate the performance of our approach by using the difference of returned medoids, three cases are presented in Fig. 15: 1 ) Adversaries used the same transmission power levels as the original node and the returned medoids are used; 2) Adversaries changed their transmission power level from 15 to 10 dB and the returned medoids are used; and 3) Adversaries changed their transmission power level from 15 to 10 dB and the difference of returned medoids are used. The key observation from Fig. 15 is that the performance of using the difference of returned medoids in handling adversaries using different transmission power levels is comparable to the results when adversaries used the same transmission power levels as the original node. Further, the localization performance is much worse than the traditional approaches if the difference of returned medoids is not used when localizing adversaries using different transmission power levels, shown as the case 2 above. In particular, when using our approach, we can achieve the median error of 13 feet for both RADAR-Gridded and ABP in case 3, a 40-50 percent performance improvement, comparing to the median errors of 20 and 19 feet for RADARGridded and ABP, respectively, in case 2. Thus, IDOL is highly effective in localizing multiple adversaries with or without changing their transmission power levels.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed to use received signal strengthbased spatial correlation, a physical property associated with each wireless device that is hard to falsify and not reliant on cryptography as the basis for detecting spoofing attacks in Fig. 14 . Comparison of localization errors between using medoids from cluster analysis and using averaged RSS. Fig. 15 . Localization errors when adversaries using different transmission power levels. wireless networks. We provided theoretical analysis of using the spatial correlation of RSS inherited from wireless nodes for attack detection. We derived the test statistic based on the cluster analysis of RSS readings. Our approach can both detect the presence of attacks as well as determine the number of adversaries, spoofing the same node identity, so that we can localize any number of attackers and eliminate them. Determining the number of adversaries is a particularly challenging problem. We developed SILENCE, a mechanism that employs the minimum distance testing in addition to cluster analysis to achieve better accuracy of determining the number of attackers than other methods under study, such as Silhouette Plot and System Evolution, that use cluster analysis alone. Additionally, when the training data are available, we explored using Support Vector Machines-based mechanism to further improve the accuracy of determining the number of attackers present in the system. To validate our approach, we conducted experiments on two testbeds through both an 802.11network (WiFi) and an 802.15.4 (ZigBee) network in two real office building environments. We found that our detection mechanisms are highly effective in both detecting the presence of attacks with detection rates over 98 percent and determining the number of adversaries, achieving over 90 percent hit rates and precision simultaneously when using SILENCE and SVM-based mechanism. Further, based on the number of attackers determined by our mechanisms, our integrated detection and localization system can localize any number of adversaries even when attackers using different transmission power levels. The performance of localizing adversaries achieves similar results as those under normal conditions, thereby, providing strong evidence of the effectiveness of our approach in detecting wireless spoofing attacks, determining the number of attackers and localizing adversaries. His research interests include wireless security, wireless networking, multimedia security, and network security. He has led projects that involve security and privacy for sensor networks, physical-layer security for wireless systems, a security framework for cognitive radios, the development of wireless testbed resources, and new radio frequency identification technologies. Recently, his research group has developed several cross-layer security mechanisms for wireless networks and mechanisms for jamming detection and defense for wireless networks and has investigated privacy-enhancing routing methods for wireless networks. He has published more than 100 papers, including two papers in media security and one paper on the localization of cognitive radios (for which he received the Best Paper Awards) and several wireless security papers in premier conference proceedings. His experience in network security and wireless systems spans 12 years, and he is a coauthor of the popular textbook Introduction to Cryptography With Coding Theory and four other books on wireless systems and multimedia security. He is a member of the IEEE, the IEEE Signal Processing Society, the IEEE Communications Society, and the Association for Computing Machinery.
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